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 Announcements: 

* Happy New Year!  This is the 11th year of this newsletter.  That's pretty amazing, considering I started it, as a
small follow-up to my licensing classes.  I appreciate everyone who reads it and I hope you can continue to
participate with questions, etc.

*  I was interviewed recently for a podcast (see below).  It's a fun conversation about many projects I have
been working on, and is up-to-date about just about everything.

* Ed's Medical Adventures...



Confidential medical update: (Last update: 12-27-22) Can be updated anytime)
https://edhartmanmusic.com/ed-mm-updates
(email for PW - same as before.  Please do not share without letting me know.)

* My music licensing class is now available online (see below!)

* FB page about licensing: (Please like to get more info in between newsletters)
Get Your Music in Film and TV: (please like!)
https://www.facebook.com/edhartmanmusic

*  Welcome new readers!  Please feel free to email questions about music licensing (and scoring).  I will answer
you by email, and add your questions (anon.) in the next newsletter. (see below)  If you have an idea for an
article, please feel free to let me know.

* Folks ask how they can support what I do, especially at this time.  There's a lot of recordings and
SWAG on my website.  That's a great way to help out.
Ed Hartman Patreon Page:  (This is a FREE newsletter.  This is the closest thing I have to a subscription!) Is
this newsletter worth at least $1 to you?  Honestly, this newsletter takes many DAYS and HOURS to create!
not complaining, but it has been getting bigger.   If you can support this newsletter, that would be wonderful! 
https://www.patreon.com/edhartman
OR buy something from my website!
https://edhartmanmusic.com/buy

Memes of the month:



 



ONLINE Music Licensing Classes available: (Please share class info and links)

"How to Make Money Licensing Your Music to TV and Movies!"
This is the original class that has taught hundreds of people how to get their music into Film and
Television.  
This is a great intro to everything about music licensing.  It is perfect for a beginner or anyone with experience.
The class contains over 4 hours of content that you will have ongoing access to.  The class is divided into short
bite-sized videos and backup materials.
Direct link:
https://cart.musicproducersalliance.com/sync
25% OFF Discount Code: ($147.75; Reg: $197.00)
SAVE25ONSYNC
General Information:
https://edhartmanmusic.com/music-licensing-lessons-and-classes

OR:
This is now available to anyone, regardless of level.  It can be a very targeted class for your particular
situation.
One-on-One sessions (Zoom - you will be able to record - best with a computer - not phone or pad):  
$100/hr; $125/ 1.5 hrs./$150 2 hrs. (Email to schedule) 
I'll send you a ZOOM invite. Payable by PayPal or CC.
Email to get more information.
Additional Short 3-minute video about Music Licensing Lessons:

https://youtu.be/pDBnvokbRr4

Tech/Business Tips and Trends:

* I just got an email from an exclusive library (has been non-exclusive in the past).  Because of YT monetization,



they are only taking tracks that they can monetize themselves.  This is a bit of a trend with libraries, in general. 
There can be conflicts with clients putting music on YT and getting copyright flags.  They also not allowing tracks
with distribution on Itunes or Spotify, either.  For traditional exclusives, this is also somewhat normal, as the
library acts as publisher and wants control over the music.  
There are exclusive libraries that do allow you to distribute your music, and just are exclusive in regard to
licensing.  The best advice is to always check out libraries before submitting music.  Make sure you understand
the deals.
Personally, I tend to go with non-exclusives (including "re-title").  I am quite comfortable with them.  Do they pay
as well?  Probably not, but in the end, no library can guarantee placements.  The exclusives may get at larger
budget advertising gigs ($100K all-in).  Those are incredibly competitive.  I've seen those briefs in simultaneous
pitching portals, libraries, and music supervisors.  Everyone wants them, so getting one is pretty tough.  I
wouldn't hold my breath.  If you REALLY want to get into advertising, contact advertising agencies, and work
your way onto the staff.  Otherwise, start your OWN advertising agency! 

Recent adventures in licensing/scoring: 
It's a new year, and will undoubtedly be as wild as this one. Considering what I have been going through, I am frankly,
amazed that I am here at all, and continue to write this newsletter.  
Honey, your royalties are here, dept:
Not much to report in December 2022.  The end of the year is all about looking back at everything that's happened. 
There has been an uptick overall in back end in 2022.  I've had good placements, solid back-end royalties from BMI,
and have created new music (not as much as in previous years, though.)
Of course, the 'Stranger Things" placement is one of the biggest I've ever had. (see recent newsletters about recent
royalties - December 2022 has latest https://edhartmanmusic.com/news)



Track:  "Football Funk" (also in "The Blind Side" and others films and shows)
https://edhartmanmusic.com/track/2027879/football-funk

The pitching game:
I recently submitted some tracks via TAXI, to a European Media Company (Non-Excl. Library?) opportunity looking for
South American Instrumentals.  There's a pretty wide list of countries (It did say, "not limited to.")
These are the tracks I submitted:
Track #1: 
In Love with You (Bossa) (https://edhartmanmusic.com/track/2027600/in-love-with-you-combo)
Critique:
"This bossa feel is a nice vibe for this listing, and the vibes work well as a melodic instrument in the style. I would stick
with just vibes for the melody here, the MIDI doubling sound that doesn't always line right up with the vibes is
problematic performance-wise.
Good ideas here style-wise, I would just go with a real flute perhaps, or more finesse on the sequencing of it. 
I don't think the reviewer is necessarily wrong.  What I can say, is that this song has been placed in a number of TV
shows and films by libraries. The vibes, drums, and percussion are real.  Everything else is midi. You be the judge!
Track #2:
Marimbalandia (https://edhartmanmusic.com/track/2027921/marimbalandia)
Critique:
"I like all the percussion work here.  I'm not getting 'traditional South America' from this track, this sounds much more
'island' inspired. This listing needs us to stick with a more traditional sound from the region."
Interesting.  I wrote it as a challenge for another brief a few years ago.  This track is as close to Guatemalan marimba
music as you can get. I did a bit of research and matched instrumentation, style, arrangement, etc. OK, so maybe
that's more "Central American."  This track has also been accepted in other libraries.  My guess is that the library
would have been OK with it.
Track #3: 
Plaza de la Marimba (https://edhartmanmusic.com/track/2027608/plaza-de-la-marimba)
Critique:
"More good mallet playing. I'm still not getting the vibe that says 'Ecuador traditional' from this track. That's where we
would need to focus.  Doesn't match up well with the particular needs of this listing."
So again, this is probably more "Central American" (Mexico). The brief does say ..."Not limited to." In any event, I have
noticed that TAXI screeners can be overly exact about their forwards, which is fair, considering they have to whittle
down the pitched tracks as close to the brief as possible.  Screeners vary, and some might forward when another might
return a track.  I have had experience on all ends of this, and am OK with it.  Very much of my success has come from
TAXI connections through pitching and the annual Rally (Free with membership). I know there's generally nothing
wrong with my music, and usually, it's a matter of a technical issue or something about the listing that doesn't perfectly
match up.  Most of us want our music to succeed, and probably don't always perfectly match the music to a brief. 
Sometimes it does get through.  Most of my success has been from tracks that didn't get the first opportunity, but



Sometimes it does get through.  Most of my success has been from tracks that didn't get the first opportunity, but
wound up in a library, and got placed.  To play this game, put on your strongest armor, and go for it.  The worst case is
that someone may not like your music, or simply feel it isn't right for the situation.  Getting as close as you can, is the
best you can do.  
(See more about TAXI in this newsletter)
WRITE/SUBMIT/FORGET/REPEAT

Hey, it's FREE, dept:
Broadjam (https://www.broadjam.com/) is a pitching portal that's been around for a long time (It was a pitching portal
for TAXI for a while.  Then then started to compete with TAXI).  I have gotten some deals from it, but, haven't been a
paying member for many years. I do get free submissions every once in a while (worth $20 - one submission for a free
account).  I just submitted to a library for a brief that was looking for something similar to the music from "A Chorus
Line."  Well, I just happened to have something from my catalog, so I submitted it.  This is why you want so MANY
tracks in your catalog.  Eventually, someone will want something you already may have! We'll see if anything happens.
Stay tuned...
Compare:
Brief: "A Chorus Line" - simple, low-key piano instrumental.
https://youtu.be/d_mcThMrFu0
My track: "Walking the Walk" - A bit more uptempo with bass and drums.
https://edhartmanmusic.com/track/2027639/walking-the-walk

Ed Hartman  Producing News:

The screenplay continues to move forward "The Filmmaker." 
(https://edhartmanmusic.com/the-filmmaker-biopic-feature-film)  I have been
continuing to research the subject and Seattle history to get ideas, inspiration,
and clarity for the story.  This screenplay is "based-on" true events.  No one is
alive from that era (1920s and 30s), so I have to rely on written accounts (luckily,
the filmmaker did write articles) and interviews I did for the documentary.   What
continues to amaze me are the tiny details that can create an entire scene.  I
guess this is similar to music, where one small melody can trigger a symphony! 
It can be a lot of fun, but overwhelming.  
The 20's and 30's are fulling of events, like the depression, prohibition, etc. 
Companies are part of the story, like Boeing and Nordstroms in the Pacific
Northwest, although they were much smaller then.  Disney factors in the story. 
How they work in the story is a big part of making the film work. 
Connecting potential interest from these companies can also trigger interest
from investors, and the film industry.  Getting a known actor or director can
trigger funding from investors.  It's a major-league game of "chicken vs. egg!"

The film that started it all:



The film that started it all:
"As the Earth Turns"
https://www.astheearthturns.com/
"It Gets in Your Blood" (Richard Lyford Documentary)
https://edhartmanmusic.com/it-gets-in-your-blood-richard-lyford-documentary-fil

"One of the most exciting discoveries in the archival offerings of Seattle International Film Festival...This is a
festival must-see for fans of classic film. It’s a marvelous discovery."
Seattle International Film Festival

"Had Steven Spielberg been a 16-millimeter camera-toting teen in the 1930s, his home movies might have
looked like “As the Earth Turns.”



looked like “As the Earth Turns.”
Michael Rechtshaffen, LA Times

“The musical score...beautifully complements the film and simultaneously sounds modern and
retro” Oddurbt.com

Included: (Over 85 minutes of content)

 • “As the Earth Turns” 45 - min 1938 never-released silent sci-fi film by Richard Lyford  (new score by Ed
Hartman)

 • Introduction by Ed Hartman

 • Theatrical Trailer

 • Missing Footage from “As the Earth Turns”

 • Scene from “Ritual of the Dead” (new score)

 • Scene from “The Scalpel” (new score)

 • “It Gets in Your Blood” (Richard Lyford documentary)”

 • “Depression Flats” (Richard Lyford home movie)

 • “Let’s All Go to the Kitchen” (Intermission film by Ed Hartman) 

Soundtrack:
https://edhartmanmusic.com/buy

“Congratulations on your achievements and a fantastic score. Continue making music that tells a story as much
as the film itself. We hope to experience more of your work in the future.”
Global Independent Film Awards (Winner Gold Award, Best Score)



Press/Interviews:  (Scoring, music licensing, teaching, etc.)

I was interviewed recently about what's been going on in the last few years.  
Trailer: 
https://www.facebook.com/YeahUhHuhPod/posts/pfbid08k8pc8WoswMg3CtGcDfaf1sC8hnYZGWRv1ZXN
cCP6QnyvG1W4ikjvjqD39LwHEwXl
Podcast:
https://www.podpage.com/yeah-uh-huh/

Why we do it, dept.:

Music gives you consistency, positivity (with a good teacher or bandmates), friendship, new skills, mental acuity,
and physical coordination, can be done alone or with others, develops new communication concepts, helps
memory, gives purpose, is a creative thing to do, makes you a member of a tribe, and simply can be a lot of fun.  

The problem is that many folks have had a bad experience with music, starting with their upbringing.  When
someone realizes that their experience was negative due to the way the experience was presented (usually
poorly expressed criticism), they realize the music, itself, wasn’t the issue.  The teacher, the band, and the



poorly expressed criticism), they realize the music, itself, wasn’t the issue.  The teacher, the band, and the
situation were likely the fault.  Music can be a wonderful and fulfilling thing to do.  Take away that fear of failure,
and anyone can and will be successful.

In business, failure is relative. Inevitably, one failure eventually leads to another success, if you are willing to
learn enough about it.  That means it was never a failure, to begin with. Learning how to teach others eventually
becomes a reward that transcends nearly everything else.

In licensing, you may fail with 80% of your music. That doesn't mean the music is bad. it just means a client
hasn't found it yet for their specific needs.  It's their project that matters, not your music.  if your music works,
great.  If not, so be it.  There's always another project around the corner.  If not, create your own! (film, video,
release, etc.)

I wonder how many times this eagle has failed to catch their dinner?
Image:  Ed Hartman

Composer of the Month: (Info from FSM, IMDB, etc.)
Elmer Bernstein

Born: 4/4/22 New York NY
Died: 8/18/04 Ojai CA
14 Nominations • 1 Oscar: Thoroughly Modern Millie [1967]
Additional Famous Scores:
The Man with the Golden Arm, The Ten Commandments, The Magnificent
Seven, To Kill a Mockingbird, Hawaii, National Lampoon’s Animal House,
Ghostbusters, My Left Foot, The Grifters, The Age of Innocence, Far from
Heaven



Director Collaborators Include:
Robert Mulligan, George Roy Hill, Martin Scorsese, Stephen Frears, Todd
Haynes
Truly, one of the greatest film composers of all time is the OTHER Bernstein,
Elmer. My personal favorite scores of his include, The Ten Commandments,

The Magnificent Seven, and Ghostbusters, to name a few.  Few composers have that kind of range and output
(hundreds of scores!).  His ability to write "straight" music in a comedy like Animal House and Stripes is genius.
His themes are timeless.  His orchestrations  (and conducting) are legendary.  
For a wild story about him, check out Beary McCreary's stories of meeting Bernstein in Washington State!
https://bearmccreary.com/my-decade-with-elmer-bernstein-3/
More wisdom of Elmer Bernstein:
https://bearmccreary.com/elmer-bernstein-wisdom/#more-10931

 

Ed with Bear McCreary 2019
(Academy of the Scoring Arts)

“That’s part of the fun of being a film composer, that you are reaching people at a subliminal level, where they
are relatively defenseless.”
Elmer Bernstein

Discover his music on FSM Classics CDs www.filmscoremonthly.com

 



...and:
The Magnificent Seven • Main Theme • Elmer Bernstein

https://youtu.be/yulmgTcGLZw
Animal House

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OjcL80OgbkI
Concert of Bernstein's music:

https://youtu.be/-1KZK88wpdM

Questions from the Audience... 
(Please email me. I will try to answer quickly. Any questions I use in future newsletters will always be anon.

How should I get in touch with a client?  Do you have a sample letter template (music supervisor, library, etc.)?

I get pitched all kinds of artists daily (I used to book a bit, and still have booking and PR out there. FYI: I don't
anymore.).  It’s amazing how poor the emails are, and don’t always have contact info.  Even if I did, I probably
wouldn't answer 99% of them because of either poorly written content, or overall attitude ("I am the greatest
songwriter in the world!", etc.)  Now, as I move into the world of filmmaking, I am starting to get the same kinds
of emails from actors, directors, songwriters, producers, etc.  Guess what?  Similar issues!

Getting info about WHO to contact isn’t that hard (I have a lot on my resources page, including sync agents). 
The art of communicating with them is another thing.  

1. Understand supply and demand. It can be worthless to send anyone your music if it’s not what they are
working on.  They may get way too much music on a daily basis. Find out what they want.  For music
supervisors, what projects are they working on? (IMDB PRO (Free 30 day sub), productionlist.com
a dozen free TV/Film projects in production, without contact info (You can pay for that, or
use https://www.apollo.io/ (Free for 50 leads/month), it works very well with https://www.linkedin.com/
find contacts), Variety, etc. Keep in mind sync agents are looking for songwriters (generally NOT
instrumental composers - those placements tend to run through libraries. Occasionally, they might if the
current project needs "source music").  They may be open to a variety of styles, genres, etc.

2. Never send files.  Use https://www.disco.ac/, https://www.box.com/ (Free/$), etc.  Always send links.  A
few at most.  ALWAYS have clear titles on the file name and meta in your tracks.  Song Title, Composer,
PRO, and contact info are essential.  Without it, you may be blackballed.  Your tracks simply disappear in
their system.

3. Be humble.  Be short and sweet.  Have a decent website with bio, credits, pics, etc.
4. Make your emails professional, and full of “What can I do for you?” It is never about YOU.  It’s about

them.  If you can find out what they are working on, start off the email with, “I saw you are working on
___________.  Congratulations on the project, and good luck with it.”



___________.  Congratulations on the project, and good luck with it.”
5. Educate yourself. Use resources (https://syncsummit.com/, https://www.taxi.com/, etc.) - Nearly all of them

have FREE info, videos, interviews, etc.
6. Think like your client.  Learn about THEIR business. Understand their concerns, fears, and goals.  The

more you learn about the overall business you are in, the more successful you will be.
7. Most important: ALL BUSINESS IS PERSONAL.  We like to work with people we like.  Who do we like?

Do people like you?  Why?  How do you treat your friends? Are you known as a giving person? You need
to be nice, friendly, humble, and helpful.  It’s absurdly simple. You need to treat every potential contact this
way.  As tempting as it is, you need to look at every client individually.  Learning about them, getting to
know them, and becoming their friend first are huge.  It can’t be fake, either.  This requires true trust.
Others will need to trust you that all of your business concepts are in place (ownership, business setup,
etc.) The worst thing you can do is get a deal, and not be ready for it.  That can really screw up the other
person that’s pitching you.  You want to be as “One-Stop” as possible.  That means that you own all of
your writers and publishing.  You need to make sure anyone else on a track has a WFH (Work for Hire)
agreement with you.  They need to be paid for their work to be WFH (at least $1.00).  Of course, your
business model and PRO info have to be in place.  

My most recent experience of working with a screenwriter (slightly different, but similar) is all about being
PERSONAL.  In fact, the project I am collaborating on is the most personal thing I have ever done.  We are
doing it all on zoom, but it is very involved and demands incredible trust between us.  The stakes are huge.  My
collaborator's time is incredibly in demand.  Time is money, and for me, time is life, which is even more valuable
right now.  (See blog link above). 

The incredible serendipity of events that have occurred in my life is all due to extremely long-term relationships
and connections made many years ago.   Your life is the thread that goes through all of the events in your life.  If
you are aware enough, you might see how many of them directly connect.  Usually, you don’t see this until after
it happens. Maybe the trick is to look ahead and watch for signs of connection. It’s an interesting concept,
anyway.  I can tell you that being a teacher has always been the biggest thread in my life.  Educating others
always educates me. What I get back from it is a lot more than what I put out.  Therefore, if I put out a lot, I get
even more back.  I never count on getting anything back, but it always does come back to me.  The education
you give, like the return, has to be sincere.  You can never cheat on this. It sounds a bit philosophical, but in the
end, I believe it is true. Having lunch with someone will bond you to them.  That bond can last for decades. 
Focus on people you really want to work with.  They will be in your corner for a lifetime.
(See client letter template in this newsletter)
Serendipity on steroids: https://www.stage32.com/blog/the-magic-of-networking-you-never-know-where-your-
next-opportunity-will-come-from-2470

What about TAXI?

I've answered this question a number of times over the years.  I've been involved in TAXI for decades.  TAXI
started by having artists submit to record companies to get deals (Yes, that was a thing!).  When record
companies evolved, sync took off, and TAXI embraced it and is probably as responsible for the interest in sync
as anyone.  They have been pushing independent artists for decades. 
Yes, you pay for a membership (watch for discounts!). You pay for submissions.  That fee



Yes, you pay for a membership (watch for discounts!). You pay for submissions.  That fee
covers the critiques (good and bad).  It can be frustrating to pay to submit, and not get the
submission to the client (see my "Adventures..." in this newsletter)
Will you get the gig, who knows?  Even if the track is forwarded, it may not get into the library or
get the placement.  But, hey, that's the business. Get used to it. 
I had a 2-hour lunch with Michael Laskow, the owner of TAXI a few years ago when I was in LA for film festivals
(NOTE: I paid for HIS lunch.  He said no one ever does that!). I have gotten to know him pretty well.  I believe he
is as honest as anyone I have met and really wants folks to succeed.  He puts on tons of free Youtube videos,
articles, interviews, etc. throughout the year.  He is very dedicated to his company.   I can tell you Michael has
been very helpful to me, and so many more members over the years.  There's a TAXI Rally friends private group
on FB that connects many of us year-round.  The TAXI Forum (Pre-social media!) is another FREE place to
connect and get info (https://forums.taxi.com/)
Most important:  If you can get to LA in Nov for the rally, the cost of membership covers the cost of the
convention (and you get 2 tix - Sell one to pay for your membership!).  It is inspiring and you will meet potentially
hundreds of composers and songwriters that will likely be your friends and support in the future. I can tell you
that everyone who teaches at the rally does it for free.  That's remarkable because it's already FREE for
members.  Why would members do it?  It's that cool an event.  As a teacher, you are also behind the ropes
(literally), and get better access to clients, etc.  Figure out what is NOT being taught that you do, and teach
it! Putting yourself in the middle of something is always the best way to make the most of it.  Don't just be a fly on
the wall!  You build your success on relationships.  That’s why I believe in TAXI because, in the end, it is first and
foremost, a community.  

For FREE, right now, you can watch TAXI-TV on YT (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mf8TReBUdYY
the chat, too), read TAXI articles in music magazines (from previous conventions), and get emails of briefs to see
what is being requested.  That will at least tell you what is possible in demand right now, and who is looking
(excl, vs non, music sups, etc.)  You can then decide if and when you want to join.  I watched the TAXI emails for
TEN years before joining.  You probably don't need to wait that long!
My 2020 interview with Michael Laskow: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vcNzi50dSxA)

Do you have any tips about releasing a soundtrack album for a film score?  Can I do it myself?

You certainly can release your soundtrack recording, as long as you own the publishing on the music (I
recommend “licensing” the score, unless you are getting a HUGE WFH scoring fee - see
https://www.stage32.com/blog/music-licensing-vs-music-scoring-2304) I released a score album for “As the
Earth Turns” (see info on this newsletter), from a 45 min silent film. I did combine a few tracks together and have
pretty much the entire score on it. It does take some editing and you might check your mixes for
audio listening and overall volume. I use CDBaby. I produced the film so the soundtrack album
is entirely in my control. You have the option to copyright it as an album.  Generally, I copyright
music that is released (Music for sync may be too expensive, or rushed to copyright, even if you
own the publishing). The order of the tracks may be different from the score, itself. Once you
start you'll start to see the details it can take for release. I did re-register the newly mixed tracks with my PRO for
any future uses. If you own publishing, those tracks may be available for licensing on other projects as well.

Whether you SHOULD release the soundtrack, really depends on the kind of music that’s on it. Is it music that



Whether you SHOULD release the soundtrack, really depends on the kind of music that’s on it. Is it music that
someone can sit down and listen to like they would with an album (remember those)?  Modern scores can be
very electronic and drone-like.  It might work great for underscore but may not stand up on its own.  You might
get other people's opinions about it.  You might need to create artwork (and get permission from the filmmaker to
use any images).  Album notes can be a lot of fun, especially if it’s a usual project.  Considering features can be
80 minutes or more, and scores tend to be about 40-50 minutes,  they can be interesting candidates for albums. 
There might be other individual tracks for other songwriters on the release, but adding them could be more
trouble than you need.  Paying others for future royalties may not be practical, especially over decades.  Other
artists also need to be registered with a PRO.  Album royalties probably won’t amount to much, so I wouldn’t try
to live on them.  A soundtrack album does add a bit of credit to the composer and might get the tracks in the
public, especially on films that have very limited releases, or no release at all (festivals only).

To see what the big guys do: http://filmmusicsite.com

How do you get an instrumental version of your recording if you don’t have the original multitrack session?

If you only have archived masters (no multitrack available) these companies can break out stems. 

Audioshake: https://www.audioshake.ai/ 

Audionamix: https://audionamix.com/products/xtrax-stems 

I used Audioshake when it started. I was able to get an isolated vocal, drums, bass, and piano stem (free as a
beta test). It was very impressive. You can then build the instrumental back up with or without the vocal. I did it
for a vocal track done years ago. Bringing all of the tracks back together is maybe 98% like the original. I was
generally impressed and now have a good instrumental bed of the track (which can be useful for editors). You
can then add a new melody track to it to create a true full instrumental. 

A member of my family passed away. Is there a way to deal with their recordings in the world of licensing?  Are
artists interested in other people's music?

Anyone can control the catalog of an artist's estate after death if they own the publishing.  That person would
have to contact the artist's PRO (BMI, ASCAP, etc.), and other collection organizations (MLC, SoundExchange,
etc.)  If you are an artist, you should plan for this with your family, so they can take over your musical estate in
the future.
If you want help getting the music out there, a sync agent might be of help for vocal tracks, and libraries for
instrumentals.  Having someone manage all of this is possible, but revenue is not necessarily regular, so
someone expecting to make a lot of money on a commission, might be disappointed.  You might hire them at a
reasonable hourly wage to get the music out. Monitoring everything may not be that hard, but you may have a
tax liability to deal with.  Accountants don't always understand royalties, in general. Call around. As most readers
can see, licensing is a full-time job.  It's not easy and getting more competitive every day.  
As far as getting other musicians to play the music you know own, I’m not sure songwriters are that open to
playing other people's music, especially if the writer is deceased.  Most of the ones I know write their own unless
the music is well-known.  Covers can be done nowadays with popular music.  The industry has really opened up,
as large publishers want their back catalogs used more.  Copyright issues, etc. can have consequences,
especially for recording anything.  Considering performing and recording are integrated, these issues can be



especially for recording anything.  Considering performing and recording are integrated, these issues can be
very important to understand.  

I had a good friend, Klaus Lendzian, an amazing guitarist.  He passed away a
few years ago and left dozens of recordings behind. There is a youtube archive
of his recordings.(https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCm-
GS9RnIlPRoVrAbHa9Pkw)   
It can be too much for a family member to deal with.  As I said, though, once in
place, it can go on for decades.  What you do with that revenue is another
thing.  Having a friend's or relative's music wind up in a film or TV show can be
amazingly satisfying. 

Regarding Klaus, he was one of the most modest musicians I've ever known. 
He was happy playing in a small, intimate coffeehouse.  I know that he valued
his recordings tremendously, and would only want them used in ethical and

artistic ways.  You might discuss that with an artist (or their family) when talking about their musical legacy in
licensing.
Improvisation for Klaus 
https://edhartmanmusic.com/track/2027919/improvisation-for-klaus
(We did flamenco improv together.  That taught me a lot about the style)

Sample email/letter to a client (library, music supervisor, music publisher, etc.)

NOTE: I generally don't use the first name initially, until I get a response, and the client uses theirs, which they
typically do.
As I said above, research what the CLIENT is looking for and currently working on. If you have music that FITS
their needs, you are way ahead.*
*  Keep it short, friendly, sincere, and helpful. 
*  Keep in mind KEYWORDS in the subject line and email text can help a client FIND your email in the future.
*  Don't just paste and copy.  Make this YOUR OWN.  For God's sake, proofread it!
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Subject Line:  (Your Name) - Music for consideration (Jazz, Latin, etc.) for (Client Project)
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Name of Client
Company

Mr./Ms.

I saw you are working on ___________.  Congratulations on the project, and good luck with it.



I am happy to help in any way.  I am a composer (your location) and mainly create (vocals, instrumentals, style,
genre, etc.  I also do custom tracks and score-to-picture.

(If you know what the client is looking for, insert, "I have some music that might be of interest for (current client
project).

Don't just copy and paste this.  Make it your own.  And for God's sake, proofread it
My music is (Pick one: ONE-STOP (You own everything - writers/publishing), EASY-CLEAR (Others are
involved, but you have control of licensing. If you are working with a publisher, then they need to
participate in this.)
I am with (PRO). 
My own catalog has over ____ tracks.  I am a (pianist, percussionist, vocalist, etc.). (styles, and
genres) are specialties of mine.
Samples: (by category) (Box.com, Disco, etc. - with link to 3-5 selected tracks, with information.  ALL
tracks, MUST have meta). LINK: _________________-
Website: __________
IMDB:__________
Thank you very much for considering my music.  In any event, I wish you continued success in the coming
year!
 
Your name,
Name
Address
Email
Phone
Website
Social links, etc.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

LINKS OF THE MONTH:

Synctank Report - Communication Breakdown:
https://www.synchtank.com/blog/complexities-and-solutions-in-music-rights-clearance/

How to Mix Orchestrals: Master Class with Grammy Award-Winning Sound Engineer, Dennis Sands
https://www.youtube.com/live/C3pVk6-ozFg?feature=share

Writers Room: How Do You Write Songs? by KT Tunstall:
https://americansongwriter.com/writers-room-how-do-you-write-songs-by-kt-tunstall/



https://americansongwriter.com/writers-room-how-do-you-write-songs-by-kt-tunstall/

Music Attorney Live Q&A with The Music Industry Lawyer, Erin M. Jacobson, Esq.:
https://www.youtube.com/live/2dQ018Azy90?feature=share

ONGOING:
ASCAP Experience continues (FREE)
https://ascapexperience.com/faq-press

MusicCares: (financial help for musicians - personal/addiction)
https://www.musicares.org/get-help

Production Notices:
https://productionbulletin.com/weekly-reports/

Music Connection: (free articles, lots of free giveaway stuff from contests)
https://www.musicconnection.com/

Syncsummit - FREE occasional chats about music licensing, music supervisors, etc.! Meetings with Music
Supervisors ($$)
http://syncsummit.com/synccafesignup/

Meet Music Supervisors in person! ($$)
https://www.narip.com/naripevents/

TAXI TV!
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCuZpYuUC9yC8UGd0T6xcbUg

Regular Articles/Events:
https://www.synchtank.com/blog/

Ed's Website: 
http://edhartmanmusic.com - (Studio information, music, bio, links, calendar, etc.) FREE listening.  Lots of
music for soundtracks, movies, TV, commercials, etc. 

Recordings:
Recordings/Sheet Music:
https://edhartmanmusic.com/buy

Shameless self-promotion Dept:
T-Shirts, Cups, Towels, Posters and SWAG!
Check em out! 
https://edhartmanmusic.threadless.com/ 
   



   

 

Once again, with feeling...
Ed Hartman Patreon Page:  (This is a FREE newsletter.  This is the closest thing I have to a subscription!) Is
this newsletter worth at least $1 to you?  Honestly, this newsletter takes DAYS to create!  I'm not complaining,
but it has been getting bigger.   If you can support this newsletter, that would be wonderful! 
https://www.patreon.com/edhartman

Classic Quote or Joke:

“Music is the movement of sound to reach the soul for the education of its virtue.”
Plato

WRITE/SUBMIT/FORGET/REPEAT



Contact Information:

Contact Information

Ed Hartman

edhartmanmusic.com

https://twitter.com/edhartman

https://www.facebook.com/ed.hartman1

https://www.youtube.com/user/edhartman1

https://www.instagram.com/edhartmanmusic
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